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Antares' revolutionary Evoâ„¢ voice
processing technology for faster, more
accurate pitch detection and
smoother, artifact-free pitch shifting.
Improved microphone array based on
3-element VCF technology for higher
efficiency and greater linearity. Built-in
equalizer to fine-tune your voice and
improve the sound. Advanced
monitoring system from Antares with
stereo monitoring for headphone
listening. Dynamic equalizer to adjust
the sound quality in headphones.
Improved control over the microphone
array. Advanced line filter. Enhanced
low-pass filter.
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connections to a page, and I don't
want to have to remember my session-

ID each time I connect to that page.
How can I have more than one unique
connection to the same session-ID? I
have a script that I have a lot of page
refreshes, and I don't want to have to
remember my session-ID each time.

Thanks in advance! A: The session-id is
hard-coded in the user agent of the

browser. Because that's how it's
defined in the HTTP c6a93da74d
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